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This document contains licenses and notices for open source software used in this product.

With respect to the free/open source software listed in this document, if you have any

questions or wish to receive a copy of any source code to which you may be entitled under

the applicable free/open source license(s) (such as the GNU Lesser/General Public License),

please submit this form.

 

In your requests please include the following reference number 78EE117C99-1620632962
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1.1 jmespath-java 1.11.694 
1.1.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathProjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/OpLessThanOrEqualTo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathAndExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/OpNotEquals.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathSubExpression.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathNotExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/OpGreaterThan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathEvaluationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathLengthFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathMultiSelectList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/OpLessThan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/OpEquals.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathIdentity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathFlatten.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/InvalidTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/NumericComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathContainsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/CamelCaseUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/OpGreaterThanOrEqualTo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathValueProjection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/Comparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/ObjectMapperSingleton.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmespath/JmesPathFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691227_1680117603.558747/0/jmespath-java-1-11-694-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.amazonaws/jmespath-java/pom.xml

 

1.2 okhttp 3.12.0 

 

1.3 aws-java-sdk-dynamodb 1.11.694 
1.3.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2019 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/BS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/UpdateItemExpressionSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/ListLiteralOperand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/FunctionOperand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/BinaryOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/RemoveAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/BOOL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/ExpressionSpecBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/PlusOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/SubstitutionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/Precedence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/MinusOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/Operand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/ExpressionSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/ComparatorCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/NamedElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/GetItemExpressionSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/Path.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/IfNotExistsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/PathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/L.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/NULL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/FunctionCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/NegationCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/PathOperand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/DeleteAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/N.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/OrCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/PutItemExpressionSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/M.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/DeleteItemExpressionSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/ScanExpressionSpec.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBMappingsRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/QueryExpressionSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/SS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/NS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/UnitOfExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/SetAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/InCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/UpdateAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/S.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/Condition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/ParenthesizedCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/LiteralOperand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/ListAppendFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBAutoGenerateStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBClientConfigurationFactory.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/AndCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/ArrayIndexElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/B.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/IndexScanImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/BetweenCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/xspec/AddAction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2019 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/metrics/DynamoDBRequestMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/util/TableUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2016. Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/ObjectToStringMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBQueryExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTypeConvertedEpochDate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBMapperFieldModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBGeneratedUuid.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/PaginatedQueryList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/KeyPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/PaginatedList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/NSUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/ParallelScanTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/S3Link.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBIndexRangeKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTypeConverted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBReflector.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBMarshalling.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBVersioned.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBAutoGenerated.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBDeleteExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/BSUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/SUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBScanExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBIgnore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBRangeKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/ReflectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBMappingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBAutoGeneratedKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/BUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/S3ClientCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/PaginatedParallelScanList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBHashKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/JsonMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBMapperConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/PaginatedScanList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/ArgumentUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/SSUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBVersionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBIndexHashKey.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/NUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBSaveExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteReplicationGroupMemberActionJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactGetItemsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListTagsOfResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BatchWriteItemResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteGlobalSecondaryIndexActionJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateBackupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TableInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/AttributeDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalSecondaryIndexUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalTableDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactWriteItemMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/QueryRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateTableReplicaAutoScalingResultJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteReplicaActionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListStreamsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingTargetTrackingScalingPolicyConfiguration

UpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/InternalServerErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ExpiredIteratorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/FailureExceptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/RequestLimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/RestoreTableFromBackupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GlobalTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BackupDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeContributorInsightsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ScanRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalTableDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeTimeToLiveRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/SSESpecificationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PointInTimeRecoveryDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateGlobalTableSettingsRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateContinuousBackupsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Get.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/EndpointMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/IdentityMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/IdempotentParameterMismatchExceptionUnmarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TransactionInProgressException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateGlobalSecondaryIndexActionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CapacityMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Endpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateReplicaActionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ContinuousBackupsDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ConsumedCapacity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GetRecordsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/actions/DynamoDBv2Actions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ProvisionedThroughputExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PutItemRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GlobalTableDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Projection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/PointInTimeRecoveryDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Put.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeBackupRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PointInTimeRecoverySpecificationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/LocalSecondaryIndexMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeTableRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GetShardIteratorRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeEndpointsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/StreamJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/RequestLimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBStreamsAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GetItemRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ItemResponseJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ArchivalSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListBackupsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalTableJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeEndpointsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Update.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexAutoScalingUpdateMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TimeToLiveStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactionInProgressExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TransactWriteItemsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ContributorInsightsSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GlobalSecondaryIndexUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/FailureExceptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Stream.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaSettingsDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaAutoScalingDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ItemCollectionSizeLimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateGlobalTableResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeTableRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ProjectionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/SSEDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ProvisionedThroughputMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/PointInTimeRecoveryStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingSettingsUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexAutoScalingUpdateJson

Unmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateGlobalTableRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaSettingsUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactWriteItemJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BackupNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateItemResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ResourceInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TagJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeGlobalTableSettingsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BackupDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GetRecordsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateTableReplicaAutoScalingRequestMarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DeleteReplicaAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteBackupRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeTimeToLiveRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalSecondaryIndexUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ShardIteratorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BackupInUseExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactGetItemJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/CreateBackupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BackupDetailsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ScanResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/AutoScalingSettingsDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/KeysAndAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactionCanceledExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateContributorInsightsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaAutoScalingDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexAutoScalingDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateTableResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/LimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ProvisionedThroughputJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ProvisionedThroughputOverrideJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PutItemResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TagMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/RestoreTableFromBackupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/AutoScalingTargetTrackingScalingPolicyConfigurationUpdate.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicationGroupUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalSecondaryIndexAutoScalingUpdateMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/OperationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TableAutoScalingDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BillingMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PutRequestJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BackupDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingPolicyDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GetRecordsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateTableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListContributorInsightsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexAutoScalingDescription

Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexSettingsUpdateMarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateBackupRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaAutoScalingUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ConditionCheckMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ConditionMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/InvalidRestoreTimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BackupNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalTableGlobalSecondaryIndexSettingsUpdateMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListTagsOfResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteGlobalSecondaryIndexActionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/CreateGlobalSecondaryIndexAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/KeysAndAttributesJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/CreateReplicaAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DeleteTableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateTableRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ArchivalSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GetShardIteratorRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListContributorInsightsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeGlobalTableRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TableNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/CreateGlobalTableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateContributorInsightsRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeGlobalTableSettingsRequestProtocolMarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Shard.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalSecondaryIndexAutoScalingUpdateJsonUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/LocalSecondaryIndexDescriptionMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateContributorInsightsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TableAlreadyExistsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BackupDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalSecondaryIndexJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateReplicationGroupMemberActionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeContributorInsightsResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BackupStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TransactWriteItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalSecondaryIndexInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteItemResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactWriteItemsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/LocalSecondaryIndexDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateTimeToLiveRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateGlobalTableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/endpointdiscovery/AmazonDynamoDBEndpointCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListTablesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TransactWriteItemsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ExpectedAttributeValueMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/WriteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/SourceTableDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexDescriptionMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TableDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/RecordMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeGlobalTableSettingsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BackupSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GlobalSecondaryIndexInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalTableAlreadyExistsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListGlobalTablesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GetRecordsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/AutoScalingTargetTrackingScalingPolicyConfigurationDescriptio

n.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListBackupsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaAutoScalingUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TransactionConflictException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BatchGetItemResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/SourceTableFeatureDetailsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeEndpointsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ContributorInsightsStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/waiters/DescribeTableFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteItemRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteItemRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ScalarAttributeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AttributeDefinitionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListTablesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CancellationReasonMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ConsumedCapacityMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteTableRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ComparisonOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteBackupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BackupTypeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingPolicyDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateTableReplicaAutoScalingRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/IndexNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateTableRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/StreamDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/LocalSecondaryIndexInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeContinuousBackupsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TransactionCanceledException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ExpectedAttributeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BatchGetItemResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingTargetTrackingScalingPolicyConfiguration

DescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateItemRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GetJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GetRecordsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteReplicaActionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Capacity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BackupInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DeleteBackupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeLimitsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ShardMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaSettingsUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DeleteItemRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ScanRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateGlobalSecondaryIndexActionJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/QueryRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Replica.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListGlobalTablesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AttributeValueJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Condition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BatchWriteItemRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBStreamsClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingPolicyUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AbstractAmazonDynamoDB.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ProvisionedThroughputDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TimeToLiveDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TimeToLiveSpecificationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DeleteReplicationGroupMemberAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateTimeToLiveRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BillingModeSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/RestoreTableFromBackupRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja
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va

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateReplicationGroupMemberAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PointInTimeRecoverySpecificationJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PutItemRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteTableRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalSecondaryIndexMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Delete.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GlobalSecondaryIndexDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TableStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateReplicationGroupMemberActionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateGlobalSecondaryIndexActionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexDescriptionJsonUnmarsh

aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TransactGetItemsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateGlobalSecondaryIndexActionJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateGlobalTableSettingsResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexAutoScalingUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListContributorInsightsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalSecondaryIndexInfoJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/AutoScalingPolicyDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeTableReplicaAutoScalingRequestMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ProvisionedThroughputOverrideMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ConditionalCheckFailedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ItemResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/SourceTableFeatureDetailsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexAutoScalingDescriptionJ

sonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateTimeToLiveRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateReplicationGroupMemberActionJsonUnmarshal

ler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CancellationReasonJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ProvisionedThroughputDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/RestoreSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListBackupsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DeleteTableResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BatchGetItemRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ContinuousBackupsUnavailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BatchWriteItemResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/CreateTableResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeGlobalTableSettingsResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AttributeValueMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GlobalSecondaryIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GetShardIteratorResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/LocalSecondaryIndexJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/AmazonDynamoDBException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/SourceTableDetailsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PutMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AttributeDefinitionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DeleteBackupRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeContinuousBackupsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/StreamMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/StreamDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeGlobalTableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalTableGlobalSecondaryIndexSettingsUpdateJson

Unmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BatchGetItemRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TrimmedDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CapacityJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/RestoreTableFromBackupRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeLimitsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ResourceNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/SSESpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TableNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/SSEDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ContinuousBackupsUnavailableExceptionUnmarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeStreamRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BatchWriteItemRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReturnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeTableResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/WriteRequestJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TransactGetItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/SSEDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AttributeValueUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/AttributeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/SSESpecificationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UntagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDB.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ProvisionedThroughputExceededExceptionUnmarshalle

r.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateTimeToLiveResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeContinuousBackupsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListTagsOfResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeTableReplicaAutoScalingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GetItemResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/InvalidRestoreTimeExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/SourceTableFeatureDetails.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactGetItemsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListTablesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeStreamRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeTimeToLiveResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateContinuousBackupsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ProvisionedThroughput.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/EndpointJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GlobalSecondaryIndexAutoScalingUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/StreamSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/SequenceNumberRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/WriteRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ContinuousBackupsDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateGlobalTableSettingsRequestProtocolMarshaller.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/LocalSecondaryIndexDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GetItemResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaAutoScalingUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ProvisionedThroughputOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalSecondaryIndexDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateGlobalTableSettingsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/QueryRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeBackupRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/PutItemRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingTargetTrackingScalingPolicyConfiguration

UpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/SSEStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/RestoreTableToPointInTimeResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DeleteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactGetItemMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/StreamRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingSettingsUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ExpectedAttributeValueJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BackupSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeLimitsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ProjectionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateContributorInsightsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeContributorInsightsRequestProtocolMarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/KeySchemaElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactGetItemsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BatchGetItemRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/StreamRecordJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ItemCollectionSizeLimitExceededExceptionUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateReplicaActionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/KeySchemaElementMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/PutItemResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/QueryResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/IndexStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PointInTimeRecoveryDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeTableReplicaAutoScalingRequestProtocolMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactWriteItemsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateTableResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ItemResponseMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GlobalTableGlobalSecondaryIndexSettingsUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListGlobalTablesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateTableReplicaAutoScalingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateGlobalTableRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateTableRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeEndpointsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReturnItemCollectionMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TableAutoScalingDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/StreamSpecificationJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/RestoreSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateBackupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/SequenceNumberRangeMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/SourceTableDetailsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ShardJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListTagsOfResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactionConflictExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ConsumedCapacityJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/RestoreSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingPolicyUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PutJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TableDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingSettingsDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ContinuousBackupsDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeGlobalTableRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/StreamViewType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/InternalServerErrorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BillingModeSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/RestoreTableToPointInTimeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/CreateTableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AttributeValueUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateGlobalSecondaryIndexAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListGlobalTablesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListStreamsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaSettingsUpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateGlobalTableSettingsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexSettingsDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListTagsOfResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ContributorInsightsSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeBackupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ScanRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TableInUseExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteTableResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BillingModeSummary.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AbstractAmazonDynamoDBAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeStreamResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicationGroupUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/LimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaAlreadyExistsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TableDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/LocalSecondaryIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeContributorInsightsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/AttributeValueUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListStreamsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateContributorInsightsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ArchivalSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TrimmedDataAccessExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/waiters/TableNotExists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/CreateBackupRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TimeToLiveSpecificationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeTableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListStreamsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/AttributeAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/RestoreTableToPointInTimeRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateTableReplicaAutoScalingRequestProtocolMarsh
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aller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReturnValuesOnConditionCheckFailure.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeGlobalTableResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateItemResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeLimitsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ResourceInUseExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/IndexNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/waiters/AmazonDynamoDBWaiters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GetItemRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ScanResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/AutoScalingSettingsUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateTableResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ContinuousBackupsStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeTableResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteReplicationGroupMemberActionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/waiters/TableExists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaAlreadyExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/LocalSecondaryIndexInfoMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingSettingsDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/StreamRecordMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ConditionalOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexSettingsDescriptionMars

haller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/IdentityJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListBackupsRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/AutoScalingPolicyUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/RestoreTableFromBackupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/KeyType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeLimitsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ConditionalCheckFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListContributorInsightsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AbstractAmazonDynamoDBStreamsAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/StreamStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeTableReplicaAutoScalingRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ItemCollectionMetricsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TransactGetItemsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ContributorInsightsSummaryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateContinuousBackupsResultJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/KeySchemaElementJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AbstractAmazonDynamoDBStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TableAutoScalingDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateGlobalTableResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateItemRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeContinuousBackupsResultJsonUnmarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeTableReplicaAutoScalingResultJsonUnmarsha

ller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListGlobalTablesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GetShardIteratorResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBStreamsAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ItemCollectionMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/KeysAndAttributesMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/CreateReplicationGroupMemberAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeStreamResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DeleteGlobalSecondaryIndexAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/LocalSecondaryIndexInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ContributorInsightsAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeEndpointsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PointInTimeRecoveryUnavailableExceptionUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/StreamSpecificationMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TimeToLiveSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ItemCollectionMetricsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/BackupType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaSettingsDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeGlobalTableResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/RestoreTableToPointInTimeRequestProtocolMarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateTableRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TimeToLiveDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ConditionCheckJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListTablesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalSecondaryIndexDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.jav

a
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BackupDetailsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UntagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaAutoScalingDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GetItemRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeTimeToLiveRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GetShardIteratorRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Record.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GlobalTableNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/SSEType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateContinuousBackupsRequestProtocolMarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaSettingsDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeContributorInsightsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Select.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexSettingsDescriptionJson

Unmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/PutRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/RestoreTableToPointInTimeRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/IdempotentParameterMismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteBackupResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateGlobalTableResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeGlobalTableSettingsRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ResourceNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/PointInTimeRecoverySpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DeleteRequestJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexSettingsUpdateJsonUnm

arshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/FailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GlobalTableAlreadyExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/endpointdiscovery/AmazonDynamoDBEndpointCacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListBackupsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/PointInTimeRecoveryUnavailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/SequenceNumberRangeJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBStreamsClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListStreamsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ProjectionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeContinuousBackupsRequestProtocolMarshaller

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BackupSummaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/CancellationReason.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ProvisionedThroughputDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeBackupRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TimeToLiveDescriptionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/Identity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicationGroupUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/StreamDescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/RecordJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateContinuousBackupsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/TableAlreadyExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DeleteItemResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/GlobalTableStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/BatchWriteItemRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ListContributorInsightsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeTimeToLiveResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReturnConsumedCapacity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalTableMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/DescribeStreamRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ConditionCheck.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/AutoScalingTargetTrackingScalingPolicyConfiguration

DescriptionMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/TransactWriteItemsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateGlobalTableRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ReplicaGlobalSecondaryIndexSettingsUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ReplicaUpdateJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/PutRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/CreateGlobalTableResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateItemRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/DescribeBackupResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/AmazonDynamoDBStreamsAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/QueryResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ListTablesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/ExpiredIteratorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/GlobalTableNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateGlobalTableRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/UpdateMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/ConditionJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/transform/CreateReplicationGroupMemberActionJsonUnmarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/model/UpdateTimeToLiveResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/AbstractCollectionSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/ScanCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/InternalUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/QuerySpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/api/BatchGetItemApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/PutItemOutcome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/DeleteItemOutcome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/TableWriteItems.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/utils/ValueList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/ItemValueConformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/utils/FluentArrayList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/BatchWriteItemImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/QueryPage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/GetItemImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/PageBasedCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/PutItemImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/QueryCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/ListTablesPage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/Item.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/AbstractImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/QueryOutcome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/api/UpdateItemApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/api/PutItemApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/BatchGetItemSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/UpdateItemOutcome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/UpdateTableSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/PrimaryKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/utils/FluentHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/ScanOutcome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/GetItemOutcome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/DynamoDB.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/api/ScanApi.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/AbstractSpecWithPrimaryKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/Expected.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/DeleteItemSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/utils/ValueMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/QueryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/api/ListTablesApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/QueryFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/ScanImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/PageIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/AttributeUpdate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/GetItemSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/api/GetItemApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/utils/NameMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/api/QueryApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/TableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/PutItemSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/ItemCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/IteratorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/KeyAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/KeyConditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/BatchGetItemOutcome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/BatchGetItemImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/api/DeleteItemApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/ValueTransformer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/Table.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/api/BatchWriteItemApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/Filter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/UpdateItemImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/RangeKeyCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/ScanPage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/PageIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/TableKeysAndAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/ListTablesSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/BatchWriteItemOutcome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/Index.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/utils/FluentHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/IndexQueryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/ListTablesImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/ScanSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/AbstractSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/BatchWriteItemSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/spec/UpdateItemSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/ListTablesCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/Page.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/ScanFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/LowLevelResultListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/internal/DeleteItemImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/IncompatibleTypeException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/document/ItemUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/IDynamoDBMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/AbstractDynamoDBMapper.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTypeConvertedJson.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBAutoGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBNamed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBDelimited.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTypeConvertedTimestamp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/StandardBeanProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBFlattened.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTableMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/StandardTypeConverters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTypeConverterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBKeyed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBConvertedBool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTypeConvertedEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/StandardAnnotationMaps.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBMapperTableModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBMapperModelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBScalarAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBAutoGeneratedTimestamp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/StandardModelFactories.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/ConvertibleType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTyped.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBAutoGeneratedDefault.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights

* Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/BatchLoadContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTransactionLoadExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/TransactionLoadRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/TransactionWriteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBTransactionWriteExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/VersionAttributeConditionExpressionGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/UpdateExpressionGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2019 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/AbstractEnumMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDB.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/AttributeTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/AttributeTransformerChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/ScanResultPage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/QueryResultPage.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/BigIntegerUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/ByteArraySetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/ByteBufferUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/CalendarToStringMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/CustomMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/ObjectSetToStringSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/DateSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/ByteBufferToBinaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/S3LinkToStringMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/IntegerSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/S3LinkUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/FloatUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/MapToMapMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/ListUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/StringSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/ShortSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/DateUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/ByteArrayUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/ObjectToMapMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/FloatSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/DoubleSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/ArgumentMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/StringToStringMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/CalendarSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/ByteArrayToBinaryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/IntegerUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/DateSetToStringSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/DynamoDBNativeBoolean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/BooleanUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/MapUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/NullableUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/ObjectUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/BigDecimalSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/CalendarUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/DoubleUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/ByteUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/LongSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/BigIntegerSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/StringUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/ObjectSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/CustomUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/ByteArraySetToBinarySetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/LUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/BooleanToNumberMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/BooleanSetToNumberSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/LongUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/NumberSetToNumberSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/MUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/ByteBufferSetToBinarySetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/UUIDSetToStringSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/CollectionToListMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/UUIDUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/ByteSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/BooleanSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/BigDecimalUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/NumberToNumberMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/ShortUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/ConversionSchemas.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/CalendarSetToStringSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/DateToStringMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/ConversionSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/BooleanToBooleanMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/marshallers/StringSetToStringSetMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/ItemConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/UUIDSetUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691207_1680117616.619678/0/aws-java-sdk-dynamodb-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/dynamodbv2/datamodeling/unmarshallers/ByteBufferSetUnmarshaller.java

 

1.4 jackson-databind 2.6.7.3 
1.4.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.5 ion-java 1.0.2 
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1.5.1 Available under license : 
Amazon Ion Java

Copyright 2007-2016 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.6 aws-java-sdk-core 1.11.694 
1.6.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the License is

* located at
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*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/http/CompositeErrorCodeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/http/ErrorCodeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/http/IonErrorCodeParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2019 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/Regions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/ServiceAbbreviations.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0
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*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/SignerConfigJsonHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/SignerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/Builder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ImmutableMapParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/Protocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/JsonIndex.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/builder/AwsSyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/AwsErrorResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/OperationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/ProfileKeyConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkJsonGenerator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/RetryPolicyAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonWebServiceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AwsSystemPropertyRegionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/RequestConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/ProfileAssumeRoleCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/ValueToStringConverters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/SdkHttpMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/cred/CredentialsDefaultLocationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/StaticSignerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/request/HttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/PathMarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/cred/CredentialsEnvVarOverrideLocationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/MarshallLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/ClientHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/TimingInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/MarshallerRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/AndRetryCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonClientMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkStructuredJsonFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonOperationMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/DefaultAwsRegionProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/ProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/SimpleTypeJsonMarshallers.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/builder/AwsAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/InstanceMetadataRegionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/SdkInterruptedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/V2CompatibleBackoffStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/response/AwsResponseHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/SimpleRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/cred/CredentialsLegacyConfigLocationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/ExecutionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonErrorShapeMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/ListUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/V2CompatibleBackoffStrategyAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SdkClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/AwsProfileFileLocationProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/AwsSyncClientParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/MaxNumberOfRetriesCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/presign/PresignerFacade.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/AbstractErrorUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/RetryPolicyContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/JsonMarshallerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/SdkBaseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/AwsProfileFileLocationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/presign/PresignerParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/AwsProfileNameLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/RetryPolicy.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/OrRetryCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/StringInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkJsonMarshallerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/QueryParamMarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/StructuredPojo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/ClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/config/ConfigEnvVarOverrideLocationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/PredefinedBackoffStrategies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/SdkClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonContentTypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/RetryOnExceptionsCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/MarshallingType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/TimingInfoUnmodifiable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/DefaultMarshallingType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/MapUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/FixedDelayBackoffStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/TimingInfoFullSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AwsProfileRegionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/SimpleTypePathMarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSStaticCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/ProfileStaticCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/DefaultValueSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonProtocolMarshallerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/ClientExecutionParams.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/AwsDirectoryBasePathProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonContentTypeResolverImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/MarshallingInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AwsEnvVarOverrideRegionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/builder/ExecutorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AwsRegionProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/RetryCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/HeaderMarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/builder/AwsClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ClientConfigurationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/RetryOnStatusCodeCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/ProtocolRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/StaticCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/NullAsEmptyBodyProtocolRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/v2/BackoffStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/Protocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/XMLWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/profile/path/config/SharedConfigDefaultLocationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/BasicProfile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/AmazonWebServiceRequestAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/AllProfiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/AwsAsyncClientParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/JsonMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/ClientHandlerParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/JsonErrorResponseMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSRefreshableSessionCredentials.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/ResettableInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/ReleasableInputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2019 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ServiceClientHolderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/BasicSessionCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricAdmin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSSessionCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ClassLoaderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmx/spi/SdkMBeanRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmx/JmxInfoProviderSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/json/Jackson.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmx/spi/JmxInfoProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricAdminMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSSessionCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/RequestClientOptions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights

* Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is

* distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language

* governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/util/CredentialUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2016-2019. Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/utils/ApacheUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/request/impl/ApacheHttpRequestFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2019 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ssl/TLSProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ssl/SdkTLSSocketFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (c) 2016. Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkStructuredJsonFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/CapacityManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/client/impl/ApacheHttpClientFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/client/impl/ApacheConnectionManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/client/impl/ConnectionManagerAwareHttpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/IdempotentUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/IRequestHandler2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/client/impl/SdkHttpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ssl/ShouldClearSslSessionPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/InternalLogFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/FakeIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DateTimeJsonSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/CanHandleNullCredentials.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Interface for providing AWS credentials. Implementations are free to use any

* strategy for providing AWS credentials, such as simply providing static

* credentials that don't change, or more complicated implementations, such as

* integrating with existing key management systems.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSCredentialsProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*   http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/RequestSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SignerAsRequestSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ImmutableRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2010-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/DateUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Classes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/BinaryUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2016-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

* <p/>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

* <p/>

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

* <p/>

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/Partitions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2011-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/BaseCredentialsFetcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/EC2ContainerCredentialsProviderWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ContainerCredentialsRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/InstanceMetadataServiceCredentialsFetcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/EndpointPrefixAwareSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/internal/CredentialsEndpointRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/CredentialsEndpointProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/ConnectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/EC2ResourceFetcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/internal/CredentialsEndpointRetryParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/InstanceMetadataServiceResourceFetcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ContainerCredentialsFetcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ContainerCredentialsProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").
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* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/CommonsLogFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/SdkHttpUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/PredefinedClientConfigurations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/JavaVersionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ssl/privileged/PrivilegedMasterSecretValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/SdkThreadLocals.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionAbortTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/HttpRequestTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/exception/HttpRequestTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/SignableRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ValidationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/DnsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkMetricsSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DelegateSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/settings/HttpClientSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/InternalLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/NoOpHttpRequestAbortTaskTracker.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/JsonErrorResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ComparableUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionAbortTaskImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/HandlerContextKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/HttpRequestAbortTaskImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/HttpRequestAbortTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkThreadLocalsRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ReadLimitInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/HttpRequestAbortTaskTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkIOUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/http/JsonErrorMessageParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/CommonsLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/NoOpClientExecutionAbortTrackerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/JsonErrorUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionAbortTrackerTaskImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/SDKGlobalTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/StackedRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ssl/MasterSecretValidators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/SystemDefaultDnsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkInternalList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/client/HttpClientFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/request/HttpRequestAbortTaskTrackerImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/SdkConnectionKeepAliveStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/UriResourcePathUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/NumberUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkSSLMetricsSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkInternalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/JulLogFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionTimer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/TimeoutThreadPoolBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base16Lower.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/timers/client/ClientExecutionAbortTrackerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/DelegatingDnsResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/JulLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DelegateInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/http/JsonErrorCodeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/client/ConnectionManagerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2019. Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ReflectionMethodInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/EnhancedJsonErrorUnmarshaller.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights

* Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/NullResponseMetadataCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/adapters/types/StringToByteBufferAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/auth/SignerProviderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/adapters/types/TypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/auth/SignerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/MetadataCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/adapters/types/StringToInputStreamAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/auth/NoOpSignerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/auth/DefaultSignerProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*
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* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterExecutorServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/NamedDefaultThreadFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/AsyncHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/HandlerContextAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/EC2MetadataClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SystemPropertiesCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/IdleConnectionReaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/DefaultAWSCredentialsProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/CustomBackoffStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/EnvironmentVariableCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ClasspathPropertiesFileCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AwsHostNameUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSCredentialsProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/InstanceProfileCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/CRC32MismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DynamoDBBackoffStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2019 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Md5Utils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the License is

* located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/SimpleTypeIonUnmarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/IonFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/IonParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/SdkTestInternalApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/SdkInternalApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/Beta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/GuardedBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/NotThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/ThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/SdkProtectedApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/Immutable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/PolicyUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/log/InternalLogApi.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/internal/SignerConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/internal/AWS4SignerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/Releasable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ProcessCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/AbstractProfilesConfigFileScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/request/Progress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/SyncProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkSSLSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/UnreliableTestConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/LengthCheckInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressEventFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/BasicProfileConfigLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/UnreliableFilterInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/DeliveryMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/securitytoken/STSProfileCredentialsServiceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/ProfileProcessCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/SDKProgressPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/internal/SignerKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/securitytoken/RoleInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/securitytoken/STSProfileCredentialsServiceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/ProfilesConfigFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/ProfilesConfigFileWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/ProfileCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/request/ProgressSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/BoundedLinkedHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DelegateSSLSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/FIFOCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ResponseProgressInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/internal/AWS4SignerRequestParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/event/RequestProgressInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/securitytoken/ProfileCredentialsService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/profile/internal/Profile.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

* Copyright (c) 2016 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkStructuredPlainJsonFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/StructuredJsonGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/JsonResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkJsonProtocolFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkStructuredCborFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkCborGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*
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* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/QueryStringSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/DefaultRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/NoneTlsKeyManagersProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/JsonUnmarshallerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonWebServiceResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/SystemPropertyEndpointDiscoveryProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/BooleanCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/SDKGlobalConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/PropertiesFileCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/InternalConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/Presigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/AbstractRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/ConditionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/EnvironmentVariableEndpointDiscoveryProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/ServiceEndpointBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ApacheHttpClientConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/resources/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/HostRegexToRegionMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/CsmConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterUnrecoverableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SignerTypeAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/BasicAWSCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/IpAddressCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/SimpleServiceMetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/arn/Arn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Statement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/utils/HttpContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/RequestHandler2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/impl/client/HttpRequestNoRetryHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/PollingStrategyContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/DateCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/FixedDelayStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/HandlerAfterAttemptContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Condition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonServiceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/EndpointDiscoveryConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/IdentityEndpointBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWS4UnsignedPayloadSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/DefaultEndpointDiscoveryProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/CredentialsRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/HttpSuccessStatusAcceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ServiceMetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/Wrapped.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressEventType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/Response.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/StaxUnmarshallerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricFilterInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AWSRequestMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/StandardErrorUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ResponseMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/SimpleTypeStaxUnmarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/impl/client/SdkHttpRequestRetryHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/AmazonHttpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Action.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/VoidJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterTimedOutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/ProfileCsmConfigurationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/HttpFailureStatusAcceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/WebIdentityTokenCredentialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/HttpClientConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/CollectionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/HttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricInputStreamEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/retry/internal/AuthRetryParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/CountingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/SimpleMetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/DefaultErrorResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ByteThroughputProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/RepeatableInputStreamRequestEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/Waiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/SystemPropertyTlsKeyManagersProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/HttpResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AwsClientSideMonitoringMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/SdkFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/internal/ClientSideMonitoringRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/PropertiesCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/StringCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AbstractAWSSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/CsmConfigurationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/PredefinedRetryPolicies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/VersionInfoUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterAcceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/ApiCallMonitoringEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/request/impl/HttpGetWithBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/NumericCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/transform/JsonUnmarshallerContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ClientConnectionRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/StringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ClientConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/HandlerChainFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ServiceMetricCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Principal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AnonymousAWSCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/Marshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/AbstractFileTlsKeyManagersProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/StructuredJsonMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/SimpleThroughputMetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SignerParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/MonitoringEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/StaticCsmConfigurationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/NoOpWaiterHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ServiceLatencyProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/RequestMetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/AcceptorPathMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/DefaultCsmConfigurationProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/internal/AuthErrorRetryStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/protocol/SdkHttpRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/http/StaxResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/InternalConfigJsonHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/MetricCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/MonitoringListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/CRC32ChecksumCalculatingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ServiceNameFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/ArnCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ByteThroughputHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/internal/AsynchronousAgentDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/CsmConfigurationProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/SystemPropertyCsmConfigurationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonWebServiceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/ClientConnectionManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/internal/JsonDocumentFields.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/CompositeAcceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/arn/ArnConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/internal/AgentMonitoringListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/cache/CacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/TimestampFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/HostRegexToRegionMappingJsonHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/SimpleTypeJsonUnmarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWS3Signer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/retry/RetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressListenerChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AWSRequestMetricsFullSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/Policy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/EndpointDiscoveryRefreshCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AWSServiceMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/RuntimeHttpUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterExecutionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/EndpointDiscoveryProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonWebServiceClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/RequestHandler2Adaptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/RequestMetricCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/actions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/Signer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/XpathUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/Request.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/conn/SdkPlainSocketFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/PollingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/WaiterExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/ThroughputMetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/config/HttpClientConfigJsonHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/EnvironmentVariableCsmConfigurationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/ProxyAuthenticationMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/internal/ServiceMetricTypeGuesser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/DaemonThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/DefaultServiceEndpointBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/cache/KeyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/ResponseMetadataCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/arn/AwsResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/metrics/AwsSdkMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/event/ProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/waiters/MaxAttemptsRetryStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/AwsProfileEndpointDiscoveryProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/FileStoreTlsKeyManagersProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/client/builder/AdvancedConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/ApiCallAttemptMonitoringEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/monitoring/ApiMonitoringEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/HandlerBeforeAttemptContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/NoOpSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/internal/JsonPolicyReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/internal/JsonPolicyWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SignerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/MapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/handlers/RequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/TlsKeyManagersProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/PolicyReaderOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/RetryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/NamespaceRemovingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/VoidStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/endpointdiscovery/EndpointDiscoveryProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/arn/ArnResource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/XmlUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/AmazonClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/SimpleTypeUnmarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SigningAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/LegacyErrorUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/HttpMethodName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWSCredentials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/Unmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/transform/VoidUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/SignatureVersion.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/IOUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/HttpClientWrappingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmx/MBeans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AWS4Signer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/AbstractBase32Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkFilterInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/jmx/SdkMBeanRegistrySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base16Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/RegionAwareSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkBufferedInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/EC2MetadataUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkDigestInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/util/EncodingScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/ResetException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkFilterOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base32.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/SdkRuntime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Throwables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/ListWithAutoConstructFlag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ServiceAwareSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/MetricAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/Region.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/EncodingSchemeEnum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/CodecUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base16.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/MetricsInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionMetadataParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base32Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/Base64Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/AbortedException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2019 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/annotation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/internal/SdkSSLContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Interface for providing AWS region information. Implementations are free to use any strategy for

* providing region information.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AwsRegionProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*
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*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/JodaTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/StringMapBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* ====================================================================

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/NameValuePair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/util/BasicNameValuePair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/util/URLEncodedUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is divalibuted

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/internal/JsonProtocolMarshaller.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionMetadataFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/transform/SimpleTypeCborUnmarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/PartitionsLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/CredentialScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/Region.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/LegacyRegionXmlMetadataBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkStructuredIonFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/AbstractRegionMetadataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/InMemoryRegionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionMetadataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/Partition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/RegionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/SdkProxyRoutePlanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/PartitionRegionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/http/apache/client/impl/CRC32ChecksumResponseInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/LegacyRegionXmlLoadUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/PartitionMetadataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/regions/InMemoryRegionsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/partitions/model/Endpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/protocol/json/SdkIonGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691213_1680117608.3468044/0/aws-java-sdk-core-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/retry/ClockSkewAdjuster.java

 

1.7 aws-java-sdk-s3 1.11.694 
1.7.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2019 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3RequesterChargedResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/AbortIncompleteMultipartUpload.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/TopicConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3DirectSpi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3Event.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/MultiFileOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3DataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/InstructionFileId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3URI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/AmazonS3ExceptionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptedPutObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/KeyWrapException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/UploadObjectObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/OnFileDelete.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/ChunkContentIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SSEAwsKeyManagementParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CloudFunctionConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/MultipleFileTransferProgressUpdatingListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/DecodedStreamBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ExtraMaterialsDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3ObjectIdBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/QueueConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SimpleMaterialProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/FileDeletionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/PartCreationEvent.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PutInstructionFileRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/UploadObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SSECustomerKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3ObjectId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/KMSEncryptionMaterialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3Direct.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PutObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/S3SyncProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptionMaterialsFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SSEAwsKeyManagementParamsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MaterialsDescriptionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/AbstractPutObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptedInitiateMultipartUploadRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/NotificationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptedGetObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SSECustomerKeyProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/MultipleFileTransferStateChangeListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing
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* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/S3CryptoModuleAE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/PersistableUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/exception/PauseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/CryptoModuleDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/AesGcm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/MultipartUploadCryptoContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/S3CryptoScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/MultipartUploadCbcContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/S3CryptoModuleEO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/PauseStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/DigestValidationInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/CryptoRuntime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/CipherLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/ContentCryptoScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/AWSS3V4Signer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/S3CryptoModuleAEStrict.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/RenewableCipherLiteInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/PersistableTransfer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3Encryption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/AesCbc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/S3CryptoModuleBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3EncryptionClient.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/S3ObjectWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/S3ProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CryptoMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/S3ProgressListenerChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/GCMCipherLite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/AesCtr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/S3ProgressPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/S3KeyWrapScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/S3CryptoModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/PersistableDownload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/CipherLiteInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/ContentCryptoMaterial.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2016. Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/WebsiteConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/SkipMd5CheckStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2010-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Synchronous client for accessing Amazon S3.

*

* <h1>Appendix: Amazon S3 client-side encryption meta information</h1>

*

* <h2>Introduction</h2>

* <p>

* This appendix summarizes the current crypto related meta information

* associated with an S3 object encrypted using SDK client-side encryption. In

* SDK's terminology, these meta information are classified as "user metatdata".

* In general, the meta information is just a map of key/value pairs. Physically

* they are persisted either as metadata of the encrypted S3 object, or as a

* separate S3 object called an "instruction file" (which is just a JSON file in

* plaintext.)  For all references to the Cipher Algorithm Names, Modes, and Padding,

* such as <code>"AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding"</code>, please refer to Oracle's <a

* href="http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/technotes/guides/security/StandardNames.html"

* >Java&trade; Cryptography Architecture Standard Algorithm Name Documentation</a>

* for more details.

*

* <h2>S3 metadata vs instruction file</h2>

* <p>

* Note when a key/value pair is stored as "user metadata" as part of the S3

* metadata, the SDK always adds an additional prefix of <b>x-amz-meta-</b> to

* the key name. In contrast, the SDK doesn't add any prefix when the key names

* are stored in an instruction file. (The reason has to do with how the http

* headers are handled.)

*

* For example, <b>x-amz-key</b> would get stored as <b>x-amz-meta-x-amz-key</b>

* in S3 metadata. In contrast, <b>x-amz-key</b> would simply be stored as is

* (ie without the prefix) in an instruction file.

*

* All the keys described below are considered "user metadata" by the SDK.

*

* <h2>S3 v1 crypto meta information (supported by all SDK's)</h2>
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* <p>

* For non-KMS client side encryption, this v1 crypto meta information is used

* to support the "Encryption Only" crypto mode (which involves the use of

* <code>AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding</code> for content encryption, and

* <code>AES/ECB</code> for encrypting the one-time randomly generated data

* key). For KMS client-side encryption, the v2 crypto meta information is used.

* <p>

* <table border=1>

* <tr aligned="left">

* <th>key</th>

* <th>description</th>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td width="200"><b>x-amz-key</b></td>

* <td>Content encrypting key (cek) in encrypted form, base64 encoded. The cek

* is randomly generated per S3 object, and is always an AES 256-bit key. The

* corresponding cipher is always "AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding".</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-iv</b></td>

* <td>Randomly generated IV (per S3 object), base64 encoded</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-matdesc </b></td>

* <td>Customer provided material description in JSON (UTF8) format. Used to

* identify the client-side master key (ie used to encrypt/wrap the generated

* content encrypting key).</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-unencrypted-content-length</b></td>

* <td>Unencrypted content length (optional but should be specified whenever

* possible).</td>

* </tr>

* </table>

*

* <h2>S3 v2 crypto meta information (currently supported by the Java SDK)</h2>

* <p>

* This v2 crypto meta information is used to support both authenticated

* encryption (which involves the use of <code>AES/GCM/NoPadding</code> for

* content encryption, and key wrapping for the one-time randomly generated data

* key), and KMS client-side encryption (which can either be encryption-only or

* authenticated encryption.)

* <p>

* <table border=1>

* <tr aligned="left">

* <th>key</th>

* <th>description</th>

* </tr>
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* <tr>

* <td width="200"><b>x-amz-key-v2</b></td>

* <td>CEK in key wrapped form. This is necessary so that the S3 encryption

* client that doesn't recognize the v2 format will not mistakenly decrypt S3

* object encrypted in v2 format.</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-iv</b></td>

* <td>Randomly generated IV (per S3 object), base64 encoded. (Same as v1.)</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-matdesc</b></td>

* <td>Customer provided material description in JSON format. (Same as v1). Used

* to identify the client-side master key.

* <ul>

* <li>For KMS client side encryption, the KMS Customer Master Key ID is stored

* as part of the material description, <b>x-amz-matdesc</b>, under the key-name

* <code>"kms_cmk_id"</code>.</li>

* </ul>

* </td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-unencrypted-content-length</b></td>

* <td>Unencrypted content length. (optional but should be specified whenever

* possible. Same as v1.)</td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-wrap-alg</b></td>

* <td>Key wrapping algorithm used.

* <ul>

* <li>Supported values:

* <code>"AESWrap", "RSA/ECB/OAEPWithSHA-256AndMGF1Padding", "kms"</code></li>

* <li>No standard key wrapping is used if this meta information is absent</li>

* <li>Always set to <b>"kms"</b> if KMS is used for client-side encryption</li>

* </ul>

* </td>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td><b>x-amz-cek-alg</b></td>

* <td>Content encryption algorithm used.

* <ul>

* <li>Supported values:

* <code>"AES/GCM/NoPadding", "AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding"</code></li>

* <li>Default to <code>"AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding"</code> if this key is absent.</li>

* </ul>

* </td>

* </tr>

* <tr>
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* <td><b>x-amz-tag-len</b></td>

* <td>Tag length (in bits) when AEAD is in use.

* <ul>

* <li>Only applicable if AEAD is in use. This meta information is absent

* otherwise, or if KMS is in use.</li>

* <li>Supported value: <code>"128"</code></li>

* </ul>

* </td>

* </tr>

* </table>

* <p>

* <h3>KMS Integration for client-side encryption</h3>

* <ol>

* <li>All client-side KMS protected S3 objects are stored in v2 crypto meta information

* format. However, the key wrapping algorithm, <b>x-amz-wrap-alg</b> is always

* set to <b>"kms"</b>.</li>

* <li>The KMS Customer Master Key ID is currently stored as part of the

* material description, <b>x-amz-matdesc</b>, under the key-name

* <b>"kms_cmk_id"</b>.</li>

* </ol>

* <p>

* <h4>Sample S3 crypto meta information for KMS client-side encryption</h4>

* <p>

* <h5>CryptoMode: Encryption Only</h5>

*

* <pre>

* x-amz-meta-x-amz-key-v2:

*

CiAJ2GqwpJRnt4izujwoalC2YdNRNSMEslG5rw3pEI+J8hKnAQEBAwB4CdhqsKSUZ7eIs7o8KGpQtmHTUTUj

BLJRua8N6RCPifIAAAB+MHwGCSqGSIb3DQEHBqBvMG0CAQAwaAYJKoZIhvcNAQcBMB4GCWCGSAFl

AwQBLjARBAyD0rzN3KHViWixDVcCARCAOwhZ6xA8rob3Z0mNx3uKFieHKVyIC/PKlchALvG1oVLnf86m

cZJNpTXtwMkKkDocVj3Z1zGjZTufFsOH

* x-amz-iv: xqOHh+M6y0UogwG5SHJM3Q==

* x-amz-unencrypted-content-length: 32768

* x-amz-cek-alg: AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding

* x-amz-wrap-alg: kms

* x-amz-matdesc: {"kms_cmk_id":"d3fd2273-4ca0-4da5-b1c2-c89742ec6a26"}

* </pre>

*

* <h5>CryptoMode: Authenticated Encryption</h5>

*

* <pre>

* x-amz-key-v2:

CiAJ2GqwpJRnt4izujwoalC2YdNRNSMEslG5rw3pEI+J8hKnAQEBAwB4CdhqsKSUZ7eIs7o8KGpQtmHTUTUj

BLJRua8N6RCPifIAAAB+MHwGCSqGSIb3DQEHBqBvMG0CAQAwaAYJKoZIhvcNAQcBMB4GCWCGSAFl

AwQBLjARBAytFVyW4I6QmwcPK1ECARCAO1VzoM6KxA9DHyNMm/BEbbjle2vLA7IY7f9OkUoSqrdxgKxp

NID9QaL/7928m1Djtld0bJpHefjm89C

* x-amz-iv: VZBksyij6DhrUMye
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* x-amz-unencrypted-content-length: 32768

* x-amz-cek-alg: AES/GCM/NoPadding

* x-amz-wrap-alg: kms

* x-amz-matdesc: {"kms_cmk_id":"d3fd2273-4ca0-4da5-b1c2-c89742ec6a26"}

* x-amz-tag-len: 128

* </pre>

*

* <h2>S3 metadata of an instruction file</h2>

* <p>

* The following key is always included as part of the S3 metadata of the

* instruction file (which is just an S3 object). Since the SDK treats this key

* as "user metadata", the key name is always prefixed with <b>x-amz-meta-</b>

* when physically stored.

* <p>

* <table border=1>

* <tr aligned="left">

* <th>key</th>

* <th>description</th>

* </tr>

* <tr>

* <td width="200"><b>x-amz-crypto-instr-file</b></td>

* <td>the presence of this key is used to indicate this S3 object is an

* instruction file (of an associated client-side encrypted S3 object).</td>

* </tr>

* </table>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/TransferManagerParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3ClientParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RoutingRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ListPartsHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GlacierJobParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RedirectRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketWebsiteConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3ClientConfigurationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketWebsiteConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketAclRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketLifecycleConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketCrossOriginConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3ClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3ClientParamsWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketWebsiteConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/ByteRangeCapturingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3Builder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketAclRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Tier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketWebsiteConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/InitiateMultipartUploadHeaderHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3AbortableInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/TransferManagerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListObjectsV2Request.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/MultipartUploadContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketLocationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RoutingRuleCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListObjectsV2Result.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketTaggingConfigurationRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019-2019 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/PresignedUrlRetryableDownloadTaskImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*
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*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/KMSSecuredCEK.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/SecuredCEK.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

// The Amazon S3 DevPay token header is a special exception and can be safely moved

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3Client.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the License is

* located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing
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* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/waiters/HeadBucketFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/waiters/HeadObjectFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteMarkerReplication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketEncryptionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryEncryption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteMarkerReplicationStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/ServerSideEncryptionS3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptionConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ServerSideEncryptionConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketEncryptionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ExistingObjectReplicationStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SourceSelectionCriteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ServerSideEncryptionRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/ServerSideEncryptionKMS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketEncryptionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ServerSideEncryptionByDefault.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketEncryptionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SseKmsEncryptedObjectsStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketEncryptionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ExistingObjectReplication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SseKmsEncryptedObjects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketEncryptionResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/Download.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/DownloadImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/StaticEncryptionMaterialsProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/iterable/S3Objects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/iterable/S3Versions.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights

* Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/auth/S3SignerProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3Object.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http//aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/PauseResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketMetricsConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/lifecycle/LifecycleFilterPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CompleteMultipartDownload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketInventoryConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/replication/ReplicationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketInventoryConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsAndOperator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryDestination.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketMetricsConfigurationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsS3ExportFileFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsTagPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryOptionalField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/replication/ReplicationPrefixPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/replication/ReplicationTagPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsNAryOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryIncludedObjectVersions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryPredicateVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsAndOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsNAryOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryFrequency.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsPredicateVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventorySchedule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/replication/ReplicationNAryOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryFilterPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketAnalyticsConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketInventoryConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsPrefixPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketAnalyticsConfigurationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketInventoryConfigurationsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketAnalyticsConfigurationRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketAnalyticsConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/lifecycle/LifecyclePrefixPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketMetricsConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/StorageClassAnalysisSchemaVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/lifecycle/LifecycleNAryOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/lifecycle/LifecyclePredicateVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketMetricsConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsPredicateVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketMetricsConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsTagPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketInventoryConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketAnalyticsConfigurationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketInventoryConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketInventoryConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsFilterPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryS3BucketDestination.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/replication/ReplicationPredicateVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketAnalyticsConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/OwnerOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/lifecycle/LifecycleTagPredicate.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/RequestCopyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/lifecycle/LifecycleAndOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/StorageClassAnalysis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketMetricsConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/StorageClassAnalysisDataExport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketMetricsConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3CredentialsProviderChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/replication/ReplicationAndOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/lifecycle/LifecycleFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsExportDestination.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/replication/ReplicationFilterPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsS3BucketDestination.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketMetricsConfigurationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketAnalyticsConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketAnalyticsConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/analytics/AnalyticsFilterPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/AccessControlTranslation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketInventoryConfigurationsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/inventory/InventoryPrefixPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsPrefixPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/metrics/MetricsFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

    * Gets the optional <code>versionIdMarker</code> parameter indicating where in the

    * sorted list of all versions in the specified bucket to begin returning

    * results. Results are always ordered first lexicographically (i.e.

    * alphabetically) and then from most recent version to least recent

    * version.

    * <p>

    * A key marker must be specified when specifying a <code>versionIdMarker</code>.

    * Results begin immediately after the version with the specified key and

    * version ID.

    * </p>

    *

    * @return The optional <code>versionIdMarker</code> parameter indicating where in the

    *         sorted list of all versions in the specified bucket to begin

    *         returning results.

    *

    * @see ListVersionsRequest#setVersionIdMarker(String)

    * @see ListVersionsRequest#withVersionIdMarker(String)

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListVersionsRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0
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*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/GetObjectTaggingResponseHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/SetObjectTaggingResponseHeaderHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2019 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketNotificationConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ServerSideEncryptionHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CopyPartResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MultiObjectDeleteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GenericBucketRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/TransferMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ObjectExpirationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CORSRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteObjectsResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/DeleteObjectsResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/HeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/UploadMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CopyMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketLifecycleConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ServerSideEncryptionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketCrossOriginConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ResponseHeaderHandlerChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ObjectRestoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CopyPartRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ResponseHeaderOverrides.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2019 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/event/S3EventNotification.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").
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* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/Header.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/HeaderValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/HeaderType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/Prelude.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/Utils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/Checksums.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2019 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketCrossOriginConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketAccelerateConfigurationRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketLifecycleConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListNextBatchOfObjectsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketReplicationConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketVersioningConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/FileLocks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketTaggingConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketLoggingConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListNextBatchOfVersionsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/DownloadTaskImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/DownloadCallable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Interface for providing encryption materials.

* Implementations are free to use any strategy for providing encryption

* materials, such as simply providing static material that doesn't change,

* or more complicated implementations, such as integrating with existing

* key management systems.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptionMaterialsProvider.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CopyPartCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/AclXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/InitiateMultipartUploadRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/TransferManagerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/InputSerialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3ClientOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/FileHeaderInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/TransferManagerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CryptoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CSVInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Encryption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3MetadataResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetPublicAccessBlockResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3ArnConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/LegacyS3ProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/LifecyclePredicateVisitorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/SSEResultBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3QueryStringSigner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3ErrorResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CopyObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/ObjectMetadataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/BucketConfigurationXmlFactoryFunctions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ExpressionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/model/CopyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ReplicationTimeStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/Copy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MultipartUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetRequestPaymentConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/conditions/S3ConditionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/VersionListing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PutObjectResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeletePublicAccessBlockRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/UploadPartResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/metrics/S3ServiceMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3VersionHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/UploadCallable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/resources/S3ObjectResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ObjectExpirationHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/TransferProgressUpdatingListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CompleteMultipartUploadResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/UploadContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/AbstractHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/HeadBucketRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PartETag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/IsSigV4RetryablePredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PublicAccessBlockConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CryptoStorageMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetPublicAccessBlockRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/AbstractS3ResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/ObjectTaggingProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3ObjectResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/QuoteFields.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ReplicationPredicateVisitorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3Location.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/TransferProgress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RestoreObjectResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/UploadPartRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/UploadPartRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketPolicyStatusResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/AbortMultipartUploadRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/resources/S3BucketResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MetricsStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/XmlWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/OutputSerialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetPublicAccessBlockResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CSVOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ReplicationTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/Transfer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CompleteMultipartUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RestoreObjectRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GeneratePresignedUrlRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListBucketsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CopyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3XmlResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListObjectsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/AdjustedRangeInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3ResourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/Unmarshallers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/TransferManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Metrics.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/InputSubstream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CompleteMultipartUploadRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/RegionalEndpointsOptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/MultiObjectDeleteXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/UseArnRegionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/UploadImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/RequestXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/StorageClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetRequestPaymentConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ReplicationTimeValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3AccessPointResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PartSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3RestoreOutputPathHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MetadataEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3RestoreOutputPathResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3Signer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/AmazonS3Exception.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/UploadPartCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/InitiateMultipartUploadResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MultipartUploadListing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/actions/S3Actions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/AbstractSSEHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListMultipartUploadsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteObjectsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptionMaterialsAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/Upload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/model/UploadResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/BucketConfigurationXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/RequestPaymentConfigurationXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectMetadataRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PartListing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/AwsChunkedEncodingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3ObjectResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/AnalyticsPredicateVisitorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CopyPartRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CreateBucketRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/DualstackEndpointBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketPolicyStatusRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/BucketNameUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeletePublicAccessBlockResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RestoreRequestType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/OutputLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Region.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ListPartsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/crypto/JceEncryptionConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/Headers.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ObjectRestoreHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MetadataDirective.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/MetricsPredicateVisitorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EncryptionMaterials.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetPublicAccessBlockRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CompleteMultipartCopy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3RequestEndpointResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CannedAccessControlList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PolicyStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3BucketResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ProgressEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CopyObjectResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/CopyCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3V4AuthErrorRetryStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/S3ResponseMetadata.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-20194 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/KMSEncryptionMaterials.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/AbstractRepeatableCipherInputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DefaultRetention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/eventstreaming/MessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/AbstractDownloadCallableConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PresignedUrlUploadRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectLockConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Progress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectLockConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectObjectContentResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectRecordsInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PresignedUrlDownloadConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/PresignedUrlDownload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ObjectLockConfigurationXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectLockConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectRetentionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectObjectContentEventVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/SelectObjectContentEventUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectLegalHoldRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectObjectContentEventException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockLegalHoldStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectRetentionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectLegalHoldResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/AbstractDownloadCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectObjectContentRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/PresignUrlDownloadCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectObjectContentEventStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Stats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/XmlWriterUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockEnabled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SelectObjectContentEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectLegalHoldRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockRetention.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ObjectLockRetentionXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PresignedUrlDownloadRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockRetentionMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/JSONType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/UploadObjectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ObjectLockLegalHoldXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/PresignedUrlDownloadImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectRetentionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RequestProgress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ParquetInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PresignedUrlUploadResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectLockConfigurationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/PresignedUrlDownloadResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectRetentionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectLockLegalHold.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/AbortableTransfer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectLegalHoldResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/JSONInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CompressionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/JSONOutput.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of the License is

* located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/waiters/AmazonS3Waiters.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2017. Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3EncryptionClientParamsWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3EncryptionClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AmazonS3EncryptionClientParams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/KeyFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteObjectTaggingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectTagging.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/DeleteObjectTaggingHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectTaggingRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectTaggingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteObjectTaggingRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3VersionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3RequesterChargedHeaderHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3AccelerateUnsupported.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ObjectTaggingXmlFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectTaggingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketAccelerateStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectAclRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetObjectTaggingRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Portions copyright 2006-2009 James Murty. Please see LICENSE.txt

* for applicable license terms and NOTICE.txt for applicable notices.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/Mimetypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/ServiceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Owner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/XmlResponsesSaxParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Grantee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/TagSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Grant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketLoggingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/RestUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/EmailAddressGrantee.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/RepeatableFileInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/AccessControlList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3StringResponseHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketTaggingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/CanonicalGrantee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Bucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/RequestPaymentConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/RepeatableInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketNotificationConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ScanRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/S3AccessPointBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/ObjectCannedAclProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/DownloadS3ObjectCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/PreparedDownloadContext.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketCrossOriginConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3VersionSummary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/MultiFactorAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GroupGrantee.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketVersioningConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketLifecycleConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketTaggingConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteVersionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/MD5DigestCalculatingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketLoggingConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Permission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ObjectListing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketVersioningConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3ObjectSummary.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2019 Amazon Technologies, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*    http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES

* OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/MultipleFileDownloadImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/MultipleFileTransfer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/MultipleFileUploadImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/AbstractTransfer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/MultipleFileDownload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/TransferStateChangeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/DownloadMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/internal/MultipleFileTransferMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/MultipleFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3ObjectInputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* A copy of the License is located at

*

*  http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0
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*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed

* on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ReplicationRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/FilterRuleStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/TransferCompletionFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/GetBucketEncryptionStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/CompleteMultipartUploadRetryCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/QueueConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/request/S3HandlerContextKeys.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ServerSideEncryptionByDefaultStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/FilterRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/S3KeyFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/S3KeyFilterStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/AbstractAmazonS3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/BucketNotificationConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/GetBucketPolicyStatusStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketReplicationConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/StatsStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetBucketAccelerateConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SetObjectAclRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ProgressStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ReplicationRuleStatus.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/transfer/exception/FileLockException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketAccelerateConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/GetPublicAccessBlockStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetS3AccountOwnerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/LambdaConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/ServerSideEncryptionRuleStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/LambdaConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/FilterStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/HeadBucketResultHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/BucketReplicationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/NotificationConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/HeadBucketResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/transform/TopicConfigurationStaxUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/DeleteBucketReplicationConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/SSEAlgorithm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/GetBucketNotificationConfigurationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/internal/CompleteMultipartUploadRetryablePredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/ReplicationDestinationConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691235_1680151320.398833/0/aws-java-sdk-s3-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/s3/model/Filter.java

 

1.8 httpcomponents-client 4.5.9 
1.8.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpClient

Copyright 1999-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at
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The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.9 jackson-dataformat-cbor 2.6.7 
1.9.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.10 commons-logging 1.2 
1.10.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/AvalonLogger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/WeakHashtable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2004 The Apache Software Foundation.
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Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/Log4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/LogFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/Jdk13LumberjackLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/SimpleLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-
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jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/Jdk14Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/NoOpLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/LogKitLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/Log.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/ServletContextCleaner.java

 

1.11 jackson-annotations 2.6.0 
1.11.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor annotations is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.12 gson 2.5 
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1.12.1 Available under license : 
The Apache Software License, Version 2.0

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

 

1.13 jackson 1.0.0 
1.13.1 Available under license : 

luminis OSGi bundle

 

This product includes software developed at

luminis (http://opensource.luminis.net/).

Copyright (c) 2006, 2007 luminis

Licensed under the new BSD.

 

This product includes software developed at

The OSGi Alliance (http://www.osgi.org/).

Copyright (c) 2006 The OSGi Alliance

Licensed under the Apache Software License version 2.0.

 

This product includes software developed at

aQute SARL (http://www.aqute.biz/).

Copyright (c) 2006 aQute SARL

Licensed under the Apache Software License version 2.0.

 

 

/*

$Id: LICENSE.txt,v 1.1.1.1 2004/07/01 13:59:13 jvanzyl Exp $

 

Copyright 2002 (C) The Codehaus. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

   statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

   copy of this document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

   above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

   following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

   materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "classworlds" must not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this Software without prior written

   permission of The Codehaus.  For written permission, please

   contact bob@codehaus.org.
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4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "classworlds"

   nor may "classworlds" appear in their names without prior written

   permission of The Codehaus. "classworlds" is a registered

   trademark of The Codehaus.

 

5. Due credit should be given to The Codehaus.

   (http://classworlds.codehaus.org/).

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CODEHAUS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE CODEHAUS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

Copyright (c) 2000,2002,2003 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor is licensed under the

Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.
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You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/licenses.html

 

A copy is also included with both the the downloadable source code package

and jar that contains class bytecodes, as file "LGPL 2.1". In both cases,

that file should be located next to this file: in source distribution

the location should be "release-notes/lgpl"; and in jar "META-INF/"

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Ant distribution.                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  This product includes also software developed by :

    - the W3C consortium (http://www.w3c.org) ,

    - the SAX project (http://www.saxproject.org)

 

  Please read the different LICENSE files present in the root directory of

  this distribution.

Javolution - Java(TM) Solution for Real-Time and Embedded Systems

Copyright (c) 2006, Javolution (http://javolution.org)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

*

*   1. Definitions.

*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*

*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.

*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

*      source, and configuration files.

*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.

*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

*

*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*      form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

*
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*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

*      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

*      as of the date such litigation is filed.

*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and

*

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

*      the conditions stated in this License.

*

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

*

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

*

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*

*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.

*

*   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

This copy of Jackson JSON processor is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included with both the the downloadable source code package

and jar that contains class bytecodes, as file "ASL 2.0". In both cases,

that file should be located next to this file: in source distribution

the location should be "release-notes/asl"; and in jar "META-INF/"

 

/********************************************************************************

* CruiseControl, a Continuous Integration Toolkit

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003, ThoughtWorks, Inc.

* 651 W Washington Ave. Suite 500

* Chicago, IL 60661 USA

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

*     + Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*     + Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

*       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

*       disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

*       with the distribution.

*

*     + Neither the name of ThoughtWorks, Inc., CruiseControl, nor the

*       names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

*       products derived from this software without specific prior

*       written permission.
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

********************************************************************************/

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

                    

// Version 2.0, in this case for Maven Wagon API                                                                                 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Maven Wagon API

Copyright 2003-2006 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Maven Ant Task

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Maven Ant Task

Copyright 2002-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'an unknown organization'

 - Unnamed - ant:ant:jar:1.6.2

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'Apache Software Foundation' (http://www.apache.org/)

 - Maven Wagon File Provider (http://maven.apache.org/wagon/wagon-providers/wagon-file)

 - Maven Wagon Lightweight HTTP Provider (http://maven.apache.org/wagon/wagon-providers/wagon-http-

lightweight)

 - Maven Wagon HTTP Shared Library (http://maven.apache.org/wagon/wagon-providers/wagon-http-shared)

 - Maven Wagon API (http://maven.apache.org/wagon/wagon-provider-api)

 - XML Commons External Components XML APIs (http://xml.apache.org/commons/#external)

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'Codehaus' (http://www.codehaus.org/)

 - Default Plexus Container

 - Plexus Common Utilities (http://plexus.codehaus.org/plexus-utils)

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'JTidy' (http://jtidy.sf.net)
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 - JTidy (http://jtidy.sourceforge.net)

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'The Apache Software Foundation' (http://www.apache.org/)

 - Maven Artifact (http://maven.apache.org/maven-artifact)

 - Maven Artifact Manager (http://maven.apache.org/maven-artifact-manager)

 - Maven Error Diagnostics (http://maven.apache.org/maven-error-diagnostics)

 - Maven Model (http://maven.apache.org/maven-model)

 - Maven Plugin Registry Model (http://maven.apache.org/maven-plugin-registry)

 - Maven Profile Model (http://maven.apache.org/maven-profile)

 - Maven Project Builder (http://maven.apache.org/maven-project)

 - Maven Repository Metadata Model (http://maven.apache.org/maven-repository-metadata)

 - Maven Local Settings Model (http://maven.apache.org/maven-settings)

 

This product includes/uses software(s) developed by 'The Codehaus' (http://codehaus.org/)

 - classworlds (http://classworlds.codehaus.org/)

This product currently only contains code developed by authors

of specific components, as identified by the source code files;

if such notes are missing files have been created by

Tatu Saloranta.

 

For additional credits (generally to people who reported problems)

see CREDITS file.

/* ====================================================================

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

*    if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Apache" and "Apache Software Foundation", "Jakarta-Oro"
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*    must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    or "Jakarta-Oro", nor may "Apache" or "Jakarta-Oro" appear in their

*    name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software Foundation.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License

 

Version 1.1.1

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any,

  must include the following acknowledgment:

 

 "This product includes software developed by the Indiana University
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 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Indiana Univeristy" and "Indiana Univeristy Extreme! Lab"

must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without prior written permission. For written permission,

please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana Univeristy"

name nor may "Indiana Univeristy" appear in their name, without prior

written permission of the Indiana University.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS, COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2006, 2007 luminis

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

   list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 - Neither the name of the Luminis nor the names of its contributors may be

   used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

   specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
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INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.14 commons-codec 1.11 
1.14.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java

contains test data from http://aspell.net/test/orig/batch0.tab.

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org)

 

===============================================================================

 

The content of package org.apache.commons.codec.language.bm has been translated

from the original php source code available at http://stevemorse.org/phoneticinfo.htm

with permission from the original authors.

Original source copyright:

Copyright (c) 2008 Alexander Beider & Stephen P. Morse.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.15 joda-time 2.8.1 
1.15.1 Available under license : 

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (http://www.joda.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.16 aws-lambda-java-core 1.1.0 
1.16.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1263869718_1643719904.73/0/aws-lambda-java-core-1-1-0-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/lambda/runtime/CognitoIdentity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1263869718_1643719904.73/0/aws-lambda-java-core-1-1-0-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/lambda/runtime/LambdaLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1263869718_1643719904.73/0/aws-lambda-java-core-1-1-0-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/lambda/runtime/LambdaRuntimeInternal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1263869718_1643719904.73/0/aws-lambda-java-core-1-1-0-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/lambda/runtime/LambdaRuntime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1263869718_1643719904.73/0/aws-lambda-java-core-1-1-0-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/lambda/runtime/Client.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1263869718_1643719904.73/0/aws-lambda-java-core-1-1-0-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/lambda/runtime/RequestStreamHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1263869718_1643719904.73/0/aws-lambda-java-core-1-1-0-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/lambda/runtime/ClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1263869718_1643719904.73/0/aws-lambda-java-core-1-1-0-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/lambda/runtime/Context.java
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1.17 aws-java-sdk-kms 1.11.694 
1.17.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeyPoliciesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListRetirableGrantsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EnableKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/PutKeyPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListGrantsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DecryptResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlaintextRequestProtocolMarshaller.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ExpirationModelType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GrantConstraints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/SignRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/IncorrectKeyExceptionUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListAliasesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyRotationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteAliasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RetireGrantRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/AliasListEntryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KeyMetadataJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/RetireGrantResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyManagerType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UnsupportedOperationExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateKeyDescriptionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyRotationStatusResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AbstractAWSKMSAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomKeyStoreInvalidStateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateKeyDescriptionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DataKeyPairSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EncryptionAlgorithmSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/SigningAlgorithmSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ConnectCustomKeyStoreRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairWithoutPlaintextRequestProtocolMarshall

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RevokeGrantRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ScheduleKeyDeletionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DecryptRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisconnectCustomKeyStoreRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KeyMetadataMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListRetirableGrantsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetPublicKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMSClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ImportKeyMaterialRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyRotationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ReEncryptRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlaintextResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EnableKeyRotationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/VerifyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteAliasRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMSAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CloudHsmClusterNotActiveExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/TagResourceResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateCustomKeyStoreRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DescribeKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ImportKeyMaterialResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/IncorrectKeyMaterialExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/MalformedPolicyDocumentException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteCustomKeyStoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UnsupportedOperationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyRotationStatusRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisconnectCustomKeyStoreRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetParametersForImportRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/SignRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListResourceTagsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KMSInternalExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KeyListEntryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomKeyStoreHasCMKsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/LimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateRandomResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListAliasesResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyRotationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateCustomKeyStoreResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyUnavailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/AlgorithmSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EnableKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisableKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DependencyTimeoutExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/IncorrectKeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagResourceRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteCustomKeyStoreRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateKeyDescriptionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetParametersForImportRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetParametersForImportResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateAliasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteCustomKeyStoreRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RevokeGrantResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/IncorrectKeyMaterialException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GrantOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateGrantRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteAliasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/PutKeyPolicyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/TagException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyUsageType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeysRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyPairWithoutPlaintextResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListResourceTagsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateRandomRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CloudHsmClusterInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KMSInvalidStateExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateAliasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KMSInternalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateAliasRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyRotationStatusRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RevokeGrantRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisconnectCustomKeyStoreRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CloudHsmClusterInvalidConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/NotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateGrantRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GrantListEntryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListGrantsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateKeyDescriptionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateRandomResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidGrantTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateRandomRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EncryptResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CancelKeyDeletionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EncryptResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DescribeKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ReEncryptRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/VerifyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RetireGrantResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DependencyTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/PutKeyPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidCiphertextException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DecryptResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidCiphertextExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateCustomKeyStoreRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetKeyPolicyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/AlreadyExistsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/IncorrectTrustAnchorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/VerifyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/SignResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyListEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CancelKeyDeletionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetPublicKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/LimitExceededExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListKeysRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ImportKeyMaterialRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateGrantRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateAliasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateRandomRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KeyListEntryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListGrantsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/TagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomerMasterKeySpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/RetireGrantRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/SignRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteImportedKeyMaterialRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateCustomKeyStoreRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlaintextRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ConnectCustomKeyStoreResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListKeysResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EncryptRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CloudHsmClusterNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeCustomKeyStoresRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidGrantIdException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlaintextResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteAliasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisableKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisabledExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateCustomKeyStoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteImportedKeyMaterialRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListKeyPoliciesRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListGrantsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/AWSKMSException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListRetirableGrantsRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-
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jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UntagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateCustomKeyStoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/MessageType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateAliasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidMarkerExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomKeyStoreNameInUseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListResourceTagsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateAliasRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AbstractAWSKMS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GrantConstraintsJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ConnectCustomKeyStoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CloudHsmClusterNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EncryptRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisableKeyRotationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairWithoutPlaintextResultJsonUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ConnectCustomKeyStoreRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMSClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateCustomKeyStoreRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetKeyPolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KeyState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateAliasRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetPublicKeyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UntagResourceResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListRetirableGrantsRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UntagResourceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KMSInvalidStateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateCustomKeyStoreRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/NotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListRetirableGrantsResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/EnableKeyRotationRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ConnectCustomKeyStoreRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListAliasesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ReEncryptResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyRotationResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetPublicKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidArnExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeysResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoreNameInUseExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetKeyRotationStatusRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ExpiredImportTokenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateGrantResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ExpiredImportTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GrantConstraintsMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyPairRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMSAsyncClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyRequestMarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateKeyDescriptionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EncryptRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidArnException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CloudHsmClusterNotRelatedExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetKeyPolicyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomKeyStoreNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisconnectCustomKeyStoreResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyRotationRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/VerifyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisconnectCustomKeyStoreResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/WrappingKeySpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteImportedKeyMaterialRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CancelKeyDeletionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeyPoliciesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GrantListEntryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateAliasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/PutKeyPolicyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/PutKeyPolicyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidGrantIdExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DataKeySpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidGrantTokenExceptionUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidKeyUsageExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ConnectionErrorCodeType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/IncorrectTrustAnchorExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/RevokeGrantResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListKeyPoliciesResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CancelKeyDeletionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UpdateAliasResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListResourceTagsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListAliasesRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/AliasListEntryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetParametersForImportResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ConnectionStateType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyPairResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteAliasResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/EnableKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ScheduleKeyDeletionRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ReEncryptRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidImportTokenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagResourceResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CancelKeyDeletionResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteCustomKeyStoreResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisabledException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/RevokeGrantRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteCustomKeyStoreRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidImportTokenExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ScheduleKeyDeletionRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetKeyRotationStatusResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ScheduleKeyDeletionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KMSInvalidSignatureExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DecryptRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListResourceTagsRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ListGrantsResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/RetireGrantRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeysRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DeleteImportedKeyMaterialResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListKeyPoliciesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/KeyUnavailableExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/MalformedPolicyDocumentExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeKeyRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/InvalidAliasNameExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GetParametersForImportRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DescribeCustomKeyStoresResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DescribeCustomKeyStoresRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CloudHsmClusterInUseExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ReEncryptResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/Tag.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidMarkerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/UpdateAliasRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/TagJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GrantListEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoreNotFoundExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/DisableKeyRotationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/AlreadyExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoreHasCMKsExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DecryptRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/KMSInvalidSignatureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/VerifyRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoresListEntryMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CreateKeyResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateKeyRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateGrantResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateCustomKeyStoreResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GetPublicKeyResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ImportKeyMaterialRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeCustomKeyStoresRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CustomKeyStoresListEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoresListEntryJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/SignResultJsonUnmarshaller.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyWithoutPlaintextRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CreateCustomKeyStoreRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CustomKeyStoreInvalidStateExceptionUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/GenerateDataKeyPairWithoutPlaintextRequestMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DisableKeyRotationRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ScheduleKeyDeletionRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CloudHsmClusterNotActiveException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidKeyUsageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/AliasListEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/UntagResourceRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/CloudHsmClusterNotRelatedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/ListAliasesRequestProtocolMarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DescribeCustomKeyStoresResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/DeleteImportedKeyMaterialResultJsonUnmarshaller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/AWSKMSAsyncClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/OriginType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/InvalidAliasNameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/ImportKeyMaterialResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/transform/CloudHsmClusterInvalidConfigurationExceptionUnmarshaller.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/services/kms/model/GenerateDataKeyPairWithoutPlaintextRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2019 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with
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* the License. A copy of the License is located at

*

* http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0

*

* or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR

* CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing

permissions

* and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1620691219_1680151239.5993369/0/aws-java-sdk-kms-1-11-694-sources-

jar/com/amazonaws/auth/policy/actions/KMSActions.java

 

1.18 httpcomponents-core 4.4.11 
1.18.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpCore

Copyright 2005-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.19 feign-core 9.7.0 
1.19.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2012-2018 The Feign Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/Retryer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-

jar/feign/SynchronousMethodHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/HeaderMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-

jar/feign/auth/BasicAuthRequestInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/codec/EncodeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/RequestInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/codec/ErrorDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/RequestLine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/FeignException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/QueryMapEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/Client.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/MethodMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/codec/StringDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/Param.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/RetryableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/Request.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/codec/Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/ResponseMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/codec/Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/Headers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/Response.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/DefaultMethodHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/CollectionFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/Contract.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/RequestTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/Body.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/Feign.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/Target.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/ReflectiveFeign.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/QueryMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-

jar/feign/InvocationHandlerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/auth/Base64.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/feign/codec/DecodeException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2018 The Feign Authors

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

   in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

   is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

   or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

   the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257849844_1643019324.57/0/feign-core-9-7-0-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.github.openfeign/feign-core/pom.xml

 

1.20 feign-gson 9.7.0 
1.20.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2012-2018 The Feign Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1297165770_1648642037.66/0/feign-gson-9-7-0-sources-1-jar/feign/gson/GsonFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1297165770_1648642037.66/0/feign-gson-9-7-0-sources-1-jar/feign/gson/GsonEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1297165770_1648642037.66/0/feign-gson-9-7-0-sources-1-

jar/feign/gson/DoubleToIntMapTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1297165770_1648642037.66/0/feign-gson-9-7-0-sources-1-jar/feign/gson/GsonDecoder.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2018 The Feign Authors

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

   in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

   is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

   or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

   the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1297165770_1648642037.66/0/feign-gson-9-7-0-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.github.openfeign/feign-gson/pom.xml
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